Sapphire Blue Seeing
...brilliant blue like the lucent love of contemplation….
Hildegard of Bingen Scivias Book 3 Vision 9.25

I desire that your hearts may be comforted
and knit together in love,
so that your minds may be stirred
to understand fully

the mystery of God in Christ.
Colossians 2:2
•

Beloved, your brilliant blue radiance illumes our longing, to be centered in your Sapphire Presence. Still and
silence our minds, our bodies, our soul as you breath in us, drawing us deeper and deeper, into the ground of
our heart, into the transparent silent love of contemplation. The silent song of sapphire light infuses and
caresses, knitting us together, binding us in love, as one body of Christ, one heart-mind seeking fuller
communion. Your sapphire light bathes our weary eyes, as you invite a new way of seeing, in this time that
feels such an oppressive dark night.

•

We know that the night is darkest just before dawn, darkening all our usual ways of knowing, so that we may
awaken the eyes of our heart and find the only light that will illume our way. Still, we feel overwhelming clouds
of suffering, fear, oppression, even despair, as archetypal grief floods and obscures the way forward. Yet, as we
go deeper, into the ground of our heart, turn within, into the centre of centres, the opaque darkness softens,
becomes permeated in love. We are illumed by the light of the radiant centre.

•

Tenderly, love draws us deeper and deeper into the darkness, into the ground, beyond, beyond, awakening our
eternal memory, the deep heart knowing of our knitting and oneing in God. We feel the knitting, where we are
knit in our mothers womb, knit in the divine womb, knit and oned in the point of pure light. The light shines in
the darkness. The darkness cannot overcome the light (Jn 1:5).

•

We behold, as the darkness glows, is illumed from within, becomes lucent, transparent, illuminating sapphire
light. We behold, behold the beholding, become the one luminous sapphire beholding. We see through the
eyes of the Christ, wounded, vulnerable, crucified, living this suffering with us. We see Christ radiant, luminous,
risen, awakening us in the sapphire contemplation of risen life. We see through, with and in love.

•

Love infuses wisdom knowing, luminous beholding in enfolding enstasy, single pointed, centered vision. We
see with unfolding ecstasy, love outpouring, healing, transfiguring, empowering. Our hearts well up and flow
over with luminous light that draw us out into a deeply centered, spacious, boundless, loving.

•

The newness of seeing from oneness in the ground of all love awakens, calling us to be faithful to the light given
to us. We indwell, heart in heart, in Christ, one body of Christ. Christ sees Christ’s self in us. Evolution becomes
conscious of itself through us.

•

The translucent wisdom of sapphire contemplation awakens us to the luminous life we have within and
without. We see a sapphire sky reflected in the crystal clear water. Humbly our mystical consciousness
strengthens. Our hearts overflow in love. We hear the silent music of the eternal memory creating the future,
the song of the birds, calling us into the oneing. We are the oneing. We are the love. We are the body of
Christ evolving.

